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Contacts

Navigating Recovery
603 524-5939
www.navigatingrecovery.org
Suite 303
635 Main Street
Laconia, NH 03246
Creative Recovery
Dick Smith
203 841-9155
richard9445 @me.com
Elaine Morrison-Smith
603-527-1974
emorrrison5030@yahoo.com

CREATIVE RECOVERY
Art therapy is a Powerful Tool on the Journey
to Recovery
A positive opportunity for those in recovery or those aﬀected by substance use disorder including families, friends,
and the community. It oﬀers art and photography as a tool to empower participants based on an evidence based
model, Positive Psychology. Creative Recovery is unique that it combines art and photography which interacts
with each other. A person can take a photograph then paint or draw the image. Artists and photographers work
together.
Creative Recovery is a part of Navigating Recovery of the Lakes Region which provides assistance those with
substance use disorder working towards recovery. It provides group support and personal growth both to
empower participants.
Currently there are 6 volunteers:
Elaine Morrison-Smith, an accomplished artist, who has an art background as well as was a special education
teacher.
Dick Smith, a retired clinical social worker in the health care field, who developed an interest in photography while
working with a positive psychology model with a group of HIV/AIDS patients in a Connecticut hospital.
Alan MacRae is a local professional photographer with an interest in using his skills to help those recovering from
substance use disorder.
Marlene Witham, a retired art teacher. who is a skilled artist and a fiber artist. She is a member of the Lakes Region Art Association.
Ed Rushbrook has many years of art experience including serving as an art instructor. Pastel portraits of people
and pets are his specialty. In addition to commission work Ed has donated pastel portraits of service dogs to active and retired military service dog handlers, as well as donating pastel dog portraits to charitable organization
fund raiser auctions.
Alison Norris Smith an artist with formal training who uses diﬀerent mediums. Art has come to define her
self image.
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Exhibit / Reception Busiel Mill

Community Support

The community came out to support the artists
who demonstrated their art and photography.

On Thursday, April 25th Creative Recovery had their second reception at Busiel Mill in downtown Laconia.
Thanks to Joe Adrignola, the manager of the mill, who decided that that Creative Recovery’s artists would
have permanent space in the Mill. There was much excitement as those who attended viewed excellent
and very creative art.
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Kevin, an artist, meets a friend who came
to see his art and photography.

Mono cards were sold to raise funds.

Linda discussed her photographs.

Cards developed by the artists.

Geneva, artist
of the month,
arranges her
panel for the
exhibit.

The audience enjoying art and photography .
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Schedule of Creative
Recovery Activities
Monday, 10 am to 12 noon
Art and Photography.
Saturday 12 noon to 2 pm.
Art
Art Exhibit
Busiel Mill, One Mill Plaza,
Laconia
(Next to City Hall)
Gallery is open for viewing
Monday-Friday
9 am—4:30 pm

Anyone who has experienced substance use disorder as well as
families and friends are welcome to attend these sessions. A strong
component of Creative Recovery is the support given.

A photo of a
bagpiper
performing at a
funeral
captured by
one of our
photographers

A sample of photography by one of our artists
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Artist of the Month
May
Alison Norris Smith

Alison Norris Smith Artist Statement
Now armed with basic skills, I work through my ideas and experiment with both subject matter and medium.
What I am learning about drawing, composition, tone and mixing have made me look at the
world in a whole new way. I believe a mindset of absolutes provides nothing but a formula. I sometimes leave a work on the easel for a day to get a fresh perspective. I make a range of paintings using
different mediums and supports. I often use a photo reference. However, if applicable I supplement
the photo with what I know from experience and aesthetics to determine various ways to enhance the
painting. I may mix a small amount of the prominent color into all the other colors to ensure a harmonious overall effect. I like to let myself go and adjust the use of light and dark or colors in the
photo. My approach to color is mostly intuitive, an emotional response to my subject. Sometimes I
work acrylics in a water color style, or use water color under a pastel. I build up strong color by layering on a series of washes creating intensity by laying on pure color over pure color. I also enjoy the
transparency and often unexpected surprises when working wet on wet in water color and acrylic.
Soft pastels offer a diversity of ways I can apply the medium. I can scramble, blend and make marks
both small and broad. I use the flat side as well as tiny shards of my sticks.
Art has come to define much of my self image.
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Alison’s Work

Animal portraits are one of
her strong interests.

Alison presents the program to
Lakes Region Art Association at
the Taylor Home.

Proud of her signature
painting. Discussing how she
created this art piece.

Drawing her dog
from a photograph

Alison demonstrating
2 of her paintings.

Explains her art work to
Creative Recovery.

This is one of her signature
portraits. Rave reviews.

Learning how to mat pictures. A
demonstration by Sarah from U Frame
Frame We Frame

Proud of her latest creation
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ACTIVITIES
Creative Recovery Art & Photography Sessions

Marlene giving a spinning
demonstration

Organizing art for the exhibit

A painting ready
for the exhibit

A typical New Hampshire rural
farm scene

Kevin admiring Linda’s
winter scene

Sarah from U Frame We Frame has been
most helpful in matting pictures for the exhibit
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Artists’ Creations
Rose Suitter
Rose loves nature and this bird is framed by the the vines.
She uses a nice bright color for the bird to become the subject. By keeping the background out of focus the subject,
the bird, stands out. Rose comments; “ I have never seen a
special bird. She holds a place in my heart.” This shows
Rose’s passion for her photography. Her subjects are
meaningful to her.

Kevin Tobin
An incredible artist and photographer whose art focuses on portraits. This example is a self portrait using
black and white for a dramatic flair. He balanced this by
switching the colors of each side.

Geneva Mills
Geneva combines her art with photography to present a
creative photograph of her daughter at the Weirs Beach.

Linda Hartford

“Creative Recovery program has taught me
to learn my passion, photography. it helps
me grow so that I can learn to be a
professional photographer.” This picture was
taken on April 25th during the exhibit at the
Busiel Mill of Linda’s photography.
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Finances
Creative Recovery is one tool on the path of recovery. It appeals to those who had prior art and photography
experience as well for others who wish to express their creative side using these tools for a positive
experience.
We have to raise all our own funding. The areas include:
1. Donations
Materials include art and photography supplies such as gift cards to stores that have art and
photography; Walmart, Staples, Michaels, Winnisquam Printing, U Frame We Frame, Hobby Lobby,JoAnne
Fabrics, and others. Materials include mats for art and photography, memory cards, and basic digital
cameras. Art supplies needed are for Art Kits for people to work on during the week.
2. Grants
Grants are being explored through public and private sources.
Anyone who has grant writing experience and leads on art grants that would fit our program, please contact
Elaine and Dick. (see information above).
3. Income
Sales of cards and donations came to $70 from the Exhibit. We received $1,000 from Walmart. One
Hundred dollars were received from a presentation for Lakes Region Art Association. These monies go to
Navigating Recovery for Creative Recovery expenses.
Navigating Recovery, of which we are part, is a non profit, 401-c etc. All items are tax deductible.

This photography was taken in
Florida; a beautiful sunset.
A creative use of photography.
Capturing the joy of blowing giant
bubbles.
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Future of Creative Recovery
Vision Statement
One day there will be no-one experiencing substance use
disorder. Creative Recovery is one path to recovery.
We are constantly looking for opportunities for the artists to give back to the community. Possible
future events being considered.
1. Downtown Project
A new exciting idea which has been discussed with people associated with downtown
businesses is a relationship with Creative Recovery to produce art and photography for them.
Photography and art will result in a rendering of their businesses. Also, we will be identifying vacant
store fronts to add art and photography. This is in the early stages of development.
2. Portraits
Photographing a person’s portrait and creating an art portrait is being planned. Locations could be
at Recovery Houses, the Belknap House, Carey House and other social agencies who would enjoy
these memories.
3. Art & Photography for agencies
Creative Recovery has had requests for photographs and art work to be used in agencies’ office
and common rooms.
Attorney Pat Wood visited Creative Recovery and requested some of their art and photography
for his office. He gave a tour of his art collection supporting local artists.
4. Hood Museum
We hope to establish a relationship between Creative Recovery and the Hood Museum.This would
encourage artists to visit and produce work based on the relationship. It would provide an educational
opportunity for artists to continue exploring art.

Attorney Wood giving a
tour to the artists of his
office which includes his
art and photography
collection.
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Lakes Region Community College
Conversation About Recovery
One panel presented information about community resources. Daisy Pierce,
Executive Director of Navigating Recovery a member of the panel, discussed
Navigating Recovery of the Lakes Region as one of the resources. She mentioned
Creative Recovery as a program.
The other panel were those in recovery sharing their stories. This helped to
understand there are many reasons for substance use disorder as well as there are
many paths to recovery.
Elaine & Dick thought it was important to attend to be more informed as to
community resources.

Daisy Pierce, Director of Navigating Recovery, discusses
community resources in the Lakes Region.

